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with class frictions result. Under the
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winds.
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his proposition that the public are enThe street cable in Chicago makes titled to that excess. The proposition
fen and a half, twelve and fourteen has a communistic. feature about it that
sounds strangely coming from such a
jniies an hour on the different sections.
come
But the streets are flat, and generally source, but the fact that it does more
from that source will attract the
Straight.
attention to it.
The New South is showing up with
It is not Mr. Carnegie's idea to abolRavines banks and building associations,
ish the competitive system. On the
becoming
are
prudence
nnd thrift and
contrary, he holds that it is better for
pervasive. The era of development for the human race than any other that has
continregion
grand
aud
tnat
will be a
been tried. He thinks it all right that
uous oue.
the few should continue to amass the
o
should
The prettiest of all the photographs bulk of property, but that they wealth
extant of Mrs. Cleveland is said to be compelled to administer their
be the one in which she holds in her in the public interests. One plan that
proposes is to tax large estates left
arms her little namesake, Baby La- he
at death so heavily that there willbe
jiont. She is very fond of looking at
no inducement for a man to leave large
it herself, it is stated.
holdings behind him. He is satisfied
a
fined
Prague
At
the authorities
that the Pennsylvania law which gives
run55,000
for
not
company
to the state one-tenth of the property
Street car
ning the cars during astrike,and threat- left by its citizens has had a salutary
ened to take away the charter. Whether effect, and that the budget recently prethat was a justifiable course depends
sented in the British parliament proupon circumstances not reported.
posing to increase the death duties is
«—
indicative of a healthy change in pubThe Chicago authorities seem slow to lic opinion toward his idea. He argues
most
efficient
is
the
press
learn that the
that it is more apt to be a curse than a
agency they can employ in ferreting out blessing to leave huge fortunes to heirs,
criminals. The cases are numerous in and that men who leave wealth to public
which its lynx scent has followed the uses only after their death may fairly be
criminal to his lair after the police had thought to be men who would not have
utterly failed.
left it at all if.they had been able to take
«^
In the national cemeteries it is it with them. He does not undertake
stated that more thau 100,000 of the to set bounds to the share of a rich man's
graves are marked "unknown." In one estate which should go at his death to
of them out of 15,000 about 12,000 have ' the public through the agency of the
state, but he does commend the justice
this chiseled upon the slabs. Thousands
whose return was vaguely hoped for of the judgment rendered in Shyyears after the war sleep with the un- lock's case' which decreed that onehalf of the Jew's wealth should come
named.
_-»
the privy coffers of the state. .This,
An Ohio paper claims to have mani- into
policy would, in Mr. Carnegie's opindisguising
enterprise
by
fested its
to induce the rich
one of its reporters as a woman to re- ion, work powerfully
man to attend to the administration of
port Mrs. Jenness Miller's lecture to
his wealth during- his life. -;\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0-;
women upon her dress reform/in which
When it comes to the :. question of disshe gives object lessons in female at- posing
of individual surplus wealth Mr.
tire. It must have peculiar ideas of de- Carnegie : departs from the accepted i
cency ana propriety.
ideas on that subject, aud, in fact, strays (:
_\u25a0
of Christianity. He
John L. Sullivan is becoming quite from the teachings
denounces almsgiving in unmeasured
an observer, if not authority, in various terms,
and says most positively that it
practical matters. lie has discovered would be
better for mankind if the millthat the average business man eats too ions of the
were 'thrown into the
much for the sedentary life followed, sea than to rich
as most charity
lie should take more time to his lunch contributions bearespent
now spent, in encourOne
retorts
that
and drink less water.
slothful, the drunken and the
John is not an authority on water, from aging the
unworthy. He insists that nine-tenths
experience.
of the money now expended in so-called
__.
the very evils which it
Daniel Webster did very well for charity produces or
mitigate. The only
Ins time, but would be counted as slow proposes to cure
reformer is the one who is as careand fogyish now. When he was secre- trueand
anxious not to aid the unworthy
tary of state he did not rob the news- ful
per offices for foreign ministers. He as he is to aid the worthy, and perhaps
even more so, for in almsgiving more
paid: "An open attempt to secure the
aid and friendship of the public press injury is probably done by rewarding
by bestowing the emoluments of office vice than good done by relieving virtue.
Peter Cooper, Enoch Pratt, SenaUpon its active conductors seems to me,
are held upof everything 1 have witnessed.the most tor Stanford and others
as examples ofrich men who knew how
"reprehensible."
to administer wealth wisely, because
they studied the best means of beneThe statement appears in Eastern
papers that a dozen theological students fiting the .community and returned
their surplus wealth to the mass of their
at the Yale school for training preachers have had their orthodoxy upset by fellows in the forms best calculated to
It is prob- do them lasting good. According to
reading '"Robert Elsmere."
ably fortunate for them that they read Mr. Carnegie's idea, the best way of
the book before they attempted to ex- benefiting a community is to place
pound the immutables of their creed, as' within its reach the ladders upon which
teachers without mental ballast are like the aspiring can rise; to provide parks
in the cities and means of recreation by_>
boats without rudders.
mm
which the toiling masses are helped in
The recent legislature in Illinois body and mind; to add to the pleasure
passed 'a law prohibiting the employ- of the masses and improve the public
ment in any state or municipal work of taste by establishing public libraries
any persons not American citizens, or and art galleries, and institutions of
ho have not declared their intention various. kinds which improve the genpf becoming such. The officials or con- eral condition of the people. "Thus is
tractors are required to make inquiry in the problem of the rich and the poor -to
this matter before employing the men. be solved," says Mr. Carnegie. "The
If any such are found at work, they laws of accumulation will be left free;
must be discharged, and any contractor the laws of distribution free. Inwho employs such may have all he has
dividualism will continue, but the
paid them charged to himself. It is millionaire will be but a trustee for the
lather a singular law, but if it is en- poor; intrusted for! a season with a
forced, parties can easily get past it by great part of the increased wealth of
taking out their first papers.
Ifthe ob- the community, but administering it
ject is 'to compel all alien residents to for the community far better than
fail,
judging it could or would have done for itself.
become citizens, it will
from the experience in this state. The best minds will then have reached
intentions,
file
their
Thousands
and a stage in the development of the hustop there without perfecting their citi- man race in which it is clearly seen
'
'\u25a0-'
zenship.
that there is no mode of disposing of
-^_»
The Presbyterian assembly in Xew surplus wealth creditable to thoughtful
York adjourned without any expression and earnest men into whose hands it
Of opinion "as to the expulsion of the flows, save by using it year by year for
harsh and .virtually obsolete dogmas the general good. This day already
from the confession of faith. The in-• dawns. But a little while, and although
without, incurring the pity of their felquiry has been submitted to the various
presbyteries as to tlieir wishes in the lows, men may die sharers in great busimatter, but with no intimation as to ness enterprises from which their capiWhat response is deemed judicious to tal cannot be, or has - not been, withmeet the spirit of the age. . it is not an- drawn, and is left chiefly at death for
ticipated that any material excision will public uses: yet the man who dies leavensue.! On the prohibition question the ing behind him millions of available
delivery is inconsequential and value- wealth, which was his to administer
less. Constitutional prohibition was during life, will pass away unwept, unhonored and unsung, no matter to what
not indorsed, nor was high license, but
uses he leaves the dross which he cany
a somewhat vague declaration against
the 'traffic was made. The individual not take with him. Of such as these
member will follow his own judgment the public verdict will then be: -The
in this matter. The prohibitionists, es- man who dies thus rich dies dis•
y
pecially, will be dissatisfied with the graced.'
outcome.
m
HENCE THE RECORD.
The president evidently holds to the
A Boston paper, in philosophizing
theological dogma, ••Once in grace, upon the geographical features of the
always in grace," and that his predesdivorce business as indicated in the notination papers have been filed. Still, table statistics recently gathered, by
example
his
is conspicuous and influen- Mr.' Wright,' and soon to be published
tial with many of the younger and in detail, accounts for the large numbrethren.
. Even ifBlame fills ber of divorces in the newly settled ter\u25a0weaker
Ins Sunday pew the world sees the pres- ritories by their disorganized and unident on the 'dancing waters in the settled social relations. This statement
sacred hours, looking wistfully down to would seem to carry the impression that
they sportive and- enticing fish, and men - numerously on moving out to the!
picturing in his mind the panorama of new lands forget that they are married
their ascent at the end of . his tackle. and fail to send for. their families. DiThe Highest Teacner said the evil was vorces consequently ensue: :-:. There are,
in the mind, rather than in the act. It . of course, such instances, but among
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the association : taken the : whose principal duties lie in satisfying passer-by is truly delicious.
Many
the residents of the territories who have sure the floating of the white flag oyer,: ventoryday.; of
shows that seven of ;. the orig- the autograph fiends.': 5 The autographr ladies call . for ? different -. perfumes for
the > family with them divorces are al- Europe for a time. y Some one enumer- other
gejts
.one:day;
adopt
style
but little Herr Bulow." ! each
others
and:
inal twelve have been"; married during : collector
• of ;. these international
most unknown.' Nowhere is a ; good ates; sixty-nine
use it constantly. May bells, jessamine
[One-is a pigeon ..fanciers' .the year," and 'that *\u25a0 in '" every case- the; :' •Henry E. Fltz, of Maine, has been appointed a poslolliee Inspector. , Why and cherry blossom •' are ;: the favorites,
wife put at a burlier valuation.'.'. The 'di- gatherings.
a bakers' congress,- which will maiden to whom the garter was given hould Wanamaker give ; the Pine Tree though violet and white -rose hold each
vorces are largely obtained by people congress;
its own. 1 have one fastidious customer.;
who; come out for them alone and stay regulate breadmaking . tor "all civilized has been ..the,' succeeding bride.; .The, , state Fitz? is the question. .
other five are engaged, and it is only a ; Ifthe administration wants to stick by who has - a passion for perfumery, and
long enough to" com ply. with : the •". law. ] ' people ; then a psychological ; congress,
llalstead,
now is the time for action. who orders ; $60 and ; $75 \u25a0>; worth of the
question of a few weeks when the whole
.The .domestic infelicities that lead to and a good many that deal [with medi- baud
The senate is not In session and the un- stuff at once. ; She uses quantities in
will be united.
divorce are less frequent in the new set- cine find hygiene. About the only miss;
terrilied Murat has gone to Germany.
her bath, and rubs her hair, feet and
:
Ill"*"
tlements of the West. than in the old ; ing feature is base ball. The [swing !,- \u25a0\u25a0';\u25a0' - '..VT".
.Notwithstanding
positive an- ears with it at every toilet-making.
the
around the world of the team last win- '.There is another ". epidemic of bank nouncement made in a New York news- Other ladies think only a slight tinge of
states ot the East.
paper last Sunday, Robert Garrett has it as more refined, ; but they make up
ter will need to.be supplemented by the ! embezzlement, and it ;. is all accredited
THE JOHNSTOWN HORKOR. tour of the St. Paul pennant swingers I to. the old cause of the directors failing not gone to Europe. : He is in Philadel- for the lack of the liquidby using great
pillows : or . sachets
of - powder ;, and
The . Johnstown horror is the most before other nations come upon the dia- '; to-direct. Vi Still, Iam of the opinion that phia at pre__________ryy'
placing; them lengthwise in drawers
these epidemics would ; not be so fredisastrous flood calamity that this coun- mond.
GOSSIP
OF
THE
TOWN.
or wardrobe.
dressing
of
case
! quent "if, the general Immunity from .
try has ever known, and approaches in
\u25a0"**-"»\u25a0
A craze now is to burn scents and
[One
tilings
of
the
curious
in
the
punishment
,
had
made
the
crime
of
new
.not
magnitude" some, of : those horrible de'
V*._
scented oils in the house.: It is sybaTOPICAL TALK.
house, which I don't think has yet ritic in effect,
but much used in handstructions from ' watery which occasion- y How much money has ; been spent in | embezzlement so ! popular. 'If the em-, court
comment,
is the some homes.
As to the truth of cologne
ally occur in China. .The full details paving the streets in St. Paul? Well, if !1 bezzler were put on the same plane with called forth newspaper
inscription
picture
representing
being
on the
taken by ladies as a stimulant,
are not yet known, but it is certain that the figures were given, they might the burglar, as he ought to be, and the
' not so.
that
is
have taken it octhe loss of life is enormous, and one astonish [you. Property [holders'• who punishment always be made to fit the the Minnesota coat . of arms in the coun- casionally, but They
_it is very : rare. ; The
;be less embezzle-, cil chamber. The well known motto greatest extent which
does not have the heart to stop and have paid the assessments have made crime, there would
it is put to use
to
'
"L'Etoile dv Nord" is here written to for
compute the loss of property in the no complaint • that the amount was too f ment. V
an alcoholic substitute is as an "eyeread
"Le
toile
dv
Nord."
'
brightener." Just after the toilet is
tin
presence of such a death roll. The vic- small. There is a pile of money, and a \y
..-/
':•\u25a0-'.*.*'* :
tims are more ''thau a thousand, and big pile at that, represented' in asphalt j ...jit is remarkable how intimately the
By some curious concatenation of con- completed they put a drop or two on a
big
p
leasures
j
battle and cedar blocks in this city; and yet it
and the donors of this life are flicting circumstances the Pioneer Press lump of sugar or swallow the. drops
when we remember that it is a
They think it will add vivacThe body of published a long : account -. in Friday's without.
in which 1,000 men are killed outright, is not satisfactorily demonstrated to the j sometimes; associated.
ity to the glance, but it isn't a general
of the Decoration day celebration
we can form some idea of the magnitude
property holders that they [ have got the water which caused the destruction of paper
thing.
or brandy is less harmWhisky
White Bear, giving Hon. Hiram F.
of the calamity. Everybody is won- worth of their money. In most ; in- | the city of Johnstown was dammed up at
than taking cologne at all internally.
Stevens' really powerful speech in ex- fulcourse,
a
people
by
now how
into
reservoir
some
Pittsdering
wealthy
these
it is the alcohol in it that
tenso, saying that he was the orator of Of
stances it has surely not come back to
could have been content to live them in the increased value of their burg gentlemen who used it as a fishing the day. ; The facts are that while Mr. i makes the "brightener." " z<§2___m
under the perpetual menace of that res- property, and so far as the comfort and [ground, and who failed to recoguize the Stevens made the speech published,
*
An Optimist— am*inclined to think
ervoir, but it should be borne in mind convenience of these street improve- [menace the lake had to the ' region be- Judge Egan was the orator of the day
up trouble for
that
Americans
pile
they were lulled into a sense of secur- ments . are concerned, much depends low. What they: built for their amuse- and his name was not mentioned in the themselves by exaggerating clangersEgan was reading that paper
P.
P.
Mrs.
ity by their faith in the science ; of ento
a
weapon
proved
ment
be
of
which
terrible.
durability,
problem
political
a
and otherwise—
threaten
upon their
Friday : morning and fixed the judge them. We
gineering, which pronounced the dam Time only can solve* A durable street death.';!
-*
all know that if a few days
with a - square and scrutinizing gaze. of dry weather
»
secure from everything except an earth- pavement is yet a matter of experi"come in the summer
"Judge Egan," said sbe, "where were
SUNDAY CHATTER.
is a chorus from the farmers that
quake, and by the additional fact that ment An objection to the asphalt
you yesterday?"
"At White Bear," re- there
the crops are ruined, and the annual
it had stood so long without the least pavement is that it . is a horse-killer,
In Milwaukee the school authorities plied the judge. "Now, judge," returned late
frost that kills the crops is always
evidence of giving away. We are not and five years hence still more serious | have under consideration a proposition she, "the paper says nothing about you on time.
The rust blights all the oats,
where
being
there,
and
I
want
to
know.
public
;
to find fault with them now for what objections may be apparent , There are to introduce baths in the
schools.
and the hog cholera get
were." The judge had more fun the chinch bug
proved their fatal mistake.
While la- those who think that ; the cedar block ' The idea does not at the start , impress you
about that during the day than could be in their-fatal work, and everything goes
menting the dead, burl hearts go out in pavement will yet prove ruinous to the the mind favorably. It looks like mak- obtained from a whole barrel full of wrong as regularly as the years come
round. Then the political Job's comsympathy to the survivore as they stand health of the city, because of the con- ing nurseries of the schools and turning monkeys.
jWftMHWH
• #..;*.
forter is constantly at your elbow to rethere to-day,' contemplating the fearful tinuous decaying processes
of . the over the care of the offspring too much
*
the bulwarks of the
CliftWise says that about June 15 he mind you that -being
ruin that was wrought in so short a wood. It is to be hoped! that to the state, to the relief of shiftless
undermined,
are
newspaper men of the country
will
invite
all
the
parents.
idea,
It
is
German
and
a
'\u25a0_»
_•'\u25a0""\u25a0
time.
a
birthrights"
realized,
these fears will not be
of American
town to take a ride on the new cable and the
modern
one.
The
at
Goetexperience
•
for in other respects the cedar block
line, champagne . thrown in. Praise freemen in imminent danger beTHE SEASON.
cause this or that party has been
that
we ! tingen is cited. . The plan> has been in God. from Whom all blessings flow!
paving
is
the
best
material
Last winter was remarkable for its have. It is noiseless and makes a soft operation there several years. y! The.
defeated. For this class ofpeople there
*
*
*
mildness, and the month of May just road-bed, so
Pipe smoking is getting to be a much is always pestilence in the air and
a horse's limbs are not ! baths are fitted up in the basement, and
that
on the horizon. The most
storm-clouds
closed will be memorable in the meteor- staved to pieces in driving over it, as is the janitor and his wife attend the re- more fashionable indulgence than it helpless—
because the most unreasoning
no uncommon thing to
ological annals for the coldness of its
used
to
be.
It
is
spective
departments
while
the
children
\
paveasphalt
the case on an
or stone
the whole mournful crew, however,
see well-dressed men sitting in the winlatter half. The first part was rather ment.
was suggested tome the other Ibathe. Each pupil bathes once in two . dows of the Minnesota club, or loung- is the man whose theme is the foreign
It
average,
being
weeks,
warmer than the
and in the day by an
absent from the lessons ii ou the morocco seats in the Ryan, immigration specter. I don't mean the
citizen and large property j
man who thinks immigration objectionEast was almost unprecedented ; for holder thatold
a great deal of money could about ten minutes for the operation, : smoking a fine biierormeershaum pipe.
part
returning
heat. The latter
had severe frosts have been saved on street pavements if and
refreshed. It is a sys- A year or two ago a man seen with a able because a large class of it of late
is of low moral and mental charand low temperatures, that were spe- the matter had been wholly remitted to ! tematic affair, classes and sexes alter- pipe in his mouth in the loby of the years
by acter, and is thus a menace to our social,
cially feltfurther East. From Illinois to
I nating. There is no compulsion, but Ryan would have been approached
;
each
street.
His
life
property
the
holders
on
but
the man who trembles for the
Cafferty and asked if he would
New England, the growers of vege- idea was that, inasmuch as the property jgradually nearly all the children in-, Lute
institutions, and
take a cigar. But it's English, you welfare of our political
tables, fruit, and to some extent grain,'
;
are
y
dulge
posiin
it.
The
authorities
insists that the country has been cap-have to foot the bills, they tive that it works
know.
by
foreigners.
;
suffered very materially.
In a con- holders
a
tu
red
the
This man is a
good
:
well
and
is
have been the ones to let the ! thing, with sanitary benefits. Milwau- •
**
siderable scope of country in Southern should
1 was reading *a light French novel real sufferer from morbid patriotism,
supervise the"work. Accontracts
and
generally
does his level best to
Michigan, Western New York and cording
by and
is a good place for the experiment the other day, "Dr. Rameau,"
equally unhappy.
to his "plan, the city engineer kee
Georges Olinet, author of "Le. Maitre make his neighbors unnecessary.
Northern Ohio, the damage is serious. should prepare
plans and ~ specifica- in this country.
the
But
his
truble
is
all
'Ihe
.
the
Forges,"
dcs
a book which raised
In the Northwest, crops were less ad- tions for a given improvement, to be ap- ;, -.' :";,'.
tt
country
danger.
is in no
In the first place
France, in author from obscurity to a high literary
'
great
foreigners
vanced, and the injury is not extensive,
A
recent
occurrence
in
who
come
the
bulk
of
j
story
works,
proved by the board of public
"Dr. Rameau" is the
at least west of portions of Wisconsin. arid then it commission of property ; which three American ladies and . a eminence.
of the lifeof an atheist, a man of the here are honest, inoffensive, industriThere is some confirmation for the holders on that particular street should dressmaker are involved, may afford deepest learning, a doctor against whose ous people, who are trying to better
theory that nature averages about the be constituted a local board for letting scope for the diplomatic resources of skill death itself seemed to be power- their own condition. Then the percentless,
same in heat and cold as in rain, in the
with a philosophical mind. age of foreign-born population is really
superintending the! work. ' In this Minister Reid, and possibly enable As ana man
antidote to "Robert Elsmere." small. In. 1880 there were, in round
long run. The prophets of a hot and and
way the property holders could be satis- Secretary Blame to develop a foreign this book is good. The characters are ; numbers, 50,000,000 people in the United
dry summer have not had much sup- fled that
policy.
three ladies bought or had
drawn, and are excellent ; States. Of these, also in round numtiie whole amount of ' their as- jmade twoThe
dresses and a jacket at Nice. powerfully
port in this latitude as yet.
types
man and womankind. The bers, 6,000,000 wereperof foreign birth.
sessments went into the improvement
cent, or one perwas delivered to them at book isof
12
package
The
well worth reading, especially ; That is, aboutwere
.; mi '*! ['..'[ ['\u25a0' \u25a0•*' t their hotel just as they were
foreigners. And itis
THE DAM HANGER.
;
about to by those whose minds have imbibed the ; son. intoeight,
Have
observed
how
lawn
tennis
you
by
show that
natural causes this
easy
The disastrous results from the burststart for Mentone, but as it contained
Elsmere poison..-, -SMB.
percentage
will constantly decrease.
»
ing of the dam at Johnstown, Pa., is growing in popularity among the only a skirt and jacket they refused to '
*
*
proportion each
Death
carries
off
its
people
Paul,
of
St.
and
has
it
ocyoung
causing
Another book that is
some
should remind us in this section that
pay the bill, which was for the full sensation
want that -amount
"Thou Shalt Not." Itis a [ year, and the children born of immithere are some dams on the Upper Mis- curred to you that is filling atime
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The Duchess of Marlborough made
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at court in half
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mourning.

The dames of the Primrose ; league
take a very active part in politics in

The late Duchess or Cambridge conversed with fluency in English, French
and German.
An agitation is going on in Germany
for the admission of women to tho
Academy of Arts.
The Duchess of Edinburgh has five
huge sapphires which blazed out at the
last drawing room.
The Empress Eugenic is renewing her
youth by a course of baths at an English
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have deemed it wise to decline house-

keeping."
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WHAT'S HER ADDRESS!
decidedly homely; I don't like her
eyes.
And the shade of her hair is the tint I despise.
Her complexion is bad, unattractive her
chin;
Her mouth is too large, her nose Is too thin.
But all of these things are but trifles in life.
Compared with true graces. I'll make her
my wife ;
For I gave up my seat in the street car to her,
And she looked at me kindly, and said,
"Thank you, sir."
—Omaha World.
•-

She's

. SCOTCH

Dutch descent. Andrew Johnson's is
unknown, but was probably Irish. Lincoln and Garfield were English of Teutonic blood. Cleveland and Ilarrison
are also of English blood.
3_L_S__

*

When your father's* sister visits you
lodge her in the aunty chamber.— Life*
What this country really needs is less
scrambling for office and more strawberries in the shortcake.— Shoe and
Leather Reporter.
Miss Bugge— O, but mine is such a
-*

horrid name!
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to say. none of the American
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AFTER BERTRAM'S SCALP.
Senator Pope Tells How a Bill Was
-~
Fixed. "

To the Editor of the Globe.
Maxkato May 31.— The following

from your issue of this date has been
called to my notice: "State Senator
Pope, of Mankato, recently stated that
Gilbert Gunnerson, late assistant engrossing clerk of the senate, refused a
bribe of $ 100 from some corporation to
tamper with an amendment to a bill.
Secretary Bertram, of the dairy commission, 'was the chief engrossing clerk
of the senate, and his attention being
tailed to this statement, he said: T
never heard of such a proposition and
am inclined to doubt it. What use
would it be to bribe Gunnerson when he
never engrossed
the bill? 1 did the
work myself. Besides, what object
could there be attained by bribing the
clerk? All enassistant engrossing
grossed bills are compared with the
original, and any tampering with them
would forthwith be discovered.' "

IT

\u0084

Brown— Ah—

astronomers discovered any of the starroute frauds. They have been looking
too high.—New Orleans Picayune.
Uncle James (who enjoys a "Barkis" .
reputation— a trifle near)—Bobby, what
would you do if I were to give you a
bright new silver dollar? Bobby (with
a gasp)—
bite it, uncle, to see if it
was good.— Harper's Bazar.
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Young

um— l'm afraid it's too late to alter it
now!—Punch.
.••''

.

.

Hayes.

Washington and the Adamses were of
Jefferson was of Welsh,
Madison of English and Van Buren of
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Graut,

English origin.
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OK SCOTCH-IRISH PRESIDENTS,
Jackson,
Polk,

Monroe,
Buchanan,
Arthur, :

JMeutone

-

-

The furniture of the flat once belonging to Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Blame, Jr., is
offered for sale by a New York auctioneer. It is advertised as "the household furniture of a young 'couple who
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133 children.

The widow of the late Chicago millionaire, Amos J. Suell, who was mysteriously murdered, has announced that
the reward of $50,000 which she has offered for Tascott, the supposed murderer, will hold good sixty days longer,
in hopes of catching the assassin.

—

-

women and

JUMBLES.
About two years ago Benjamin Harrison, of Indiana, now president of the
United States, says the' New York
World, decided to come to New York to
practice law. Luckily for him his intimate friends, New and Dudley, saw
into the future very clearly and persuaded him to remain in Indianapolis.
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watering place.
Lady |uurdett-Coutts
is the only
woman who has received the freedom of
the city of Edinburgh.
In live months the police matrons of
Philadelphia have had under their care
1,129
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England.
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Some member of your staff has, seemingly, been very persistent and unscrupulous in misstating that which Ihave
said or done, and I wish space to make
a statement or two regarding this matter which will at least not be misun-

derstood.
I have never stated that Gilbert
late assistant engrossing
clerk of the senate, had refused a bribe.
I have never referred to him in any
way in connection with his official duties or in connection with refusing or
accepting a bribe. I have stated that
A. 11. Bertram, the late engrossing clerk
of the senate, who rushes in where "angels (might) fear to tread," was, in connection, with other of the senate employes, concerned in improperly indorsing and entering upon the register a
certain bill—House File No. 528; that
the effect of that improper conduct, had
it not been detected and corrected,
would have been to advance the bill layond its legal status, and 1 have stated
that 1 was not satisfied that those false
entries were purely accidental.
And
misinon these statements 1 am notPope
E. M.
formed.
Gunnerson,

_

FASH ION NOTES.
Jet has not gone out offashion.
Irish poplins are coming into favor.
Russian leather has been skillfully
imitated.
Parasol handles have grown ridiculously long.
Sailor hats are only in use lor yachting excursion.
Fashion in dress is governed by individuality this season.
About one lady in every six has her
hair dressed low.
Tan, blue, gray and .black are the favorite colors for socks.
Some of the new spring hats are like
small flower gardens.
"Pattern" dresses in wool and other
materials find great favor, y•
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THE SOLDIER'S EXCUSE.
Away down South, where, light and free.
flowing.

The sunlit streams are
Where flowers blossom o'er the lea .
And tall green corn is growing,
A Jolly,reckless Yankee boy
Ado'wn the road was tramping.
With heart fresh filled with new-born Joy,
To meet hi., mutes encamping.
An ancient rooster and a hen
This lucky wigbt had captured,
The very thought of such things then
A soldier's heart enraptured;
To 'scape his captain's watchful eyes
Experience hod taught him. '•-.
•But ere he could conceal his prize
The stern commander caught him.
"Did yon. sir. take," he fiercely cried,
"That rooster to be knavish!"
"No. sir, 'twas 'cause," the rogue replied, : „
"He crowed forold Jeff Davis I"
When asked why he possessed the hen :
He said, with wondrous fitness,
"Well—
old—hen— why,'gentlemen,
" I fetched her 'long for witness 1"
Such tales as this, all will 'agree,'
'Are quite too good for keeping. -•'.- yy:-. -Jy '•
But. ah! they sometimes bring to me ''_?£'' >;:'.->.'
Sad thoughts of brave boys sleeping '\u25a0 f> ''-_;'
:Away
down, South, where, light and nee. : ..•
*
The sunlit streams are flowing, y._ , , '\u25a0*._>' . V.
Where flowers blossom o'er the lea ' "."-<•\u25a0..••
And tall green corn Is growing.
—By James D. C'orrothera,
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